The four-legged bionic robot for agriculture has been one of the hotspots in the field of robotics. The farmland environment is complex, and the balance requirement of quadruped bionic robot is higher. However, head adjustment is a key factor affecting the balance of quadruped animals. Based on this, this study takes the four-legged animal goat as an example to investigate the effect of goat head movement adjustment on the balance of goat. In this study, the head and neck of goats were simplified to a two-link model. The kinematics model was established by D-H method. MATLAB software was used to solve it. Origin software was used to draw the movement track of the center of mass of the head. The center of mass movement of the head is a quarter ellipse. Then, the goat walking experiments were carried out on the different slopes (0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35° and 40°). MATLAB software was used to fit the movement data of goat head. The movement of the center of mass of the goat's head corresponds to Fourier 6. The result is: the determination coefficient is 0.8629, and the mean variance is 0.019. When the slope gradient gradually increases, the volatility gradually increases and is cyclical. The results of this study verify the rationality of the four-legged bionic mechanism under various parameters and reveal the mechanism of goat walking with an appendage at the head.
Introduction
Bionics is a special capability to imitate biological functions and uses biological structure and functional principles to develop relevant equipment of science and technology. Bionics is a new interdisciplinary field and provides a new idea for the study animal and imitates of the overall structure, movement, and control [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Some scholars studied the leaping movement structure, shape, and characteristics of the biological system of a kangaroo and its movement mechanism by analyzing video data of kangaroo jumping. The mechanism of kimono jumping robot was proposed, and the kinematics and dynamics of bionic jumping were studied. The theory and design method of the kangaroo jumping robot were also established [8] [9] [10] . Some scholars investigated the mechanism of the movement between the head and tail adjusting device and the robot body on the basis of kinetic analysis and bionics observation. They also proposed the control strategy of the head and tail adjusting device. Their results showed that the use of head and tail as the adjustment device to improve the dynamic performance of four-legged robot exerts a positive effect and provides a basis for the study of head-regulated movement [11, 12] . Tian et al. [13] installed a centroid adjustment device in the quadruped robot body, which can attain two-dimensional movement in the horizontal plane, by planning the trajectory of the center of mass to keep it inside the supporting polygon. This system achieves a stable gait movement during walking, thereby providing the basis for studying the center of gravity control of goats. Zhang et al. [14, 15] explored the gait movement and mechanism of a goat on a slope, designed the walking mechanism of the goat, and carried out dynamic simulation analysis on the basis of the said walking mechanism. Their result indicated that the change in gait movement during walking is mainly attained by adjusting the position of center of gravity. Briggs et al. [16] of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Biomimetic Robot Labs observed that the tail of a cheetah quickly turns from one side to the other to adjust the balance of the trunk in sharp turns. A simple torque controller was designed to analyze the law of the interaction between the tail and torso, and the attitude adjustment in the floating state was realized through simulation. They proved that the swing of the tail can make the robot resist disturbance. Some researchers designed the tail of single leg model of kangaroo jumping robot on the basis of the movement structure and jumping characteristics of a kangaroo and in consideration of the effect of the tail on its movement posture [17] . The leg length and centroid change of the model were calculated and simulated, and the comparison and analysis were made. Their results showed that the tail can significantly affect the jumping attitude and leap of the mechanism and can alleviate the ground impact force. Some researchers determined whether the tail acts as a balance during the movement of a cat move its tail to respond to movement and that the results showed that the cat can quickly by analyzing the training videos of four cats animal can be retained by adjusting the tail on the beam [18] [19] [20] .
The fitting of the centroid movement of quadruped head on a slope and the change in the centroid has been rarely explored. The effect of the movement of the appendage on four-legged animals in a slope also requires comprehensive understanding. In this study, the trajectory of the head centroid movement of a goat on a slope is measured and its influence on the stability is analyzed to solve the problem of irregular ground walking of current small machinery [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Study on goat head movement 2.1 Analysis of kinematics model of goat head
To study the movement characteristics of the head during walking of goats, the head and neck of the goat were simplified into two linkage models, as shown in Figure 1 . The head and neck links are represented as L 2 and L 1 . The uphill direction is x 0 . It's going to be y 0 perpendicular to the slope. (x 0 , y 0 ) is the base frame, fixed on the base. (x t , y t ), (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) are the conjoined coordinate system, which are fixed on link L 2 and link L 1 , and then move together.
Joint Angle clockwise is negative, counterclockwise is positive. O is the connection between the body and the neck, A is the connection between the neck and the head, and the center of mass of the head is t. 
Where n is the number of joints with the assumption that z 0 , z 1 , and z 2 are perpendicular.
The homogeneous rotation transformation matrix from (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) to (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) and the homogeneous rotation transformation matrix from (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) to (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ) are as follows: 1 1
(2) The homogeneous rotation transformation matrix from (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) to (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ) is:
Then, the position vector of the end of the connecting rod 2 and the midline intersects at point t in the base coordinate system are as follows:
Thus, the head center coordinates are:
Parameter of goat head movement model
Three-month-old female Boer goats were used in the test. The average length of head and neck are L 2 and L 1 respectively, as shown in Figure 2 . The length of its neck and head were input to the model. When the goat was walking in different slopes, the trajectory of the head center of mass relative to the head and neck can be calculated via MATLAB. The extreme values of the track coordinates (maximum and minimum values in the coordinates) were shown in Table 1 .
In the model of the head movement of the goat walking on a slope, the goat neck L 1 , the length of the head L 2 , and the time domain variation sequence θ 1 , θ 2 measured in the test are used to obtain the goat head trajectory (x t , y t ). In the model, the coordinate ORIGIN of the reference coordinate system is the connection point of head and neck. At any time, the centroid position of the goat is represented by (x t , y t ), and ORIGIN software is used to draw the trajectory of the head centroid movement of the goat walking on different slopes (Figure 3 ). 
Experimental equipment
The equipment used in this test: the high-speed camera system (Figure 4) , which includes high-speed camera, light source, and Phantom Camera Control Application software; the slope adjustment system ( Figure 5 
Experiment methods
In the experiment, the goat walking on different slopes was shot by a high-speed camera (VRI Phantom M110). In order to obtain the experimental data of natural walking, the goat was placed under the light source before the experiment. During the trial, simulated turf was laid on the slope adjustment platform, the high speed camera was fixed on a tripod, the shooting direction of the camera was perpendicular to the walking direction of the goat, and the spatial position of the camera was adjusted accordingly.
Framing range, shooting distance, and aperture and focal length hardware conditions were adjusted as well to ensure that the main axis of the lens aimed at the center of the goat's movement and as close as possible to the goat's motion plane to obtain a clear image of the goat. The high-speed camera was adjusted for the shooting speed and different slopes of the goat movement to adapt. The motion sequence images of the goat on different slopes were recorded (0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35° and 40°) and stored in a computer. The goat movement data was analyzed by PCC image software. The experimental scenario was shown in Figure 6 .
Figure 6 Experimental scenario

Processing of experiment data
The average of the data is obtained by repeating the slope test several times. Phantom Camera Control software is used to measure the timing of the angle between the head and neck of the goat and between the neck of the goat and the slope on different slopes in solving the balance problem of agricultural machinery. High-speed photography PCC software is used to measure the angles of the head and neck and the neck and the slope, as shown in Figure 7 .
Figure 7 Process of test 3.4 Test results
When the goat walks on the slope of the map, the direction of the body is zero coordinate point, parallel to the slope. Furthermore, the direction of movement is consistent with the positive direction of the x-axis. The vertical slope is in the positive direction of the y-axis. As the fluctuations in the body mass center relative to the head center of mass becomes small, the body mass is assumed only in the positive direction of the x-axis movement.
Given the head centroid movement of the goat for the cycle function, Fourier 6 is used to fit the data. The fitting equation is: In this study, the data fitting operation was carried out via MATLAB. The trajectories of the head centroid movement were drawn when the goat walks on different slopes (Figure 8 ). The parameters of the fitting equation of the head centroid motion of the goat are shown in Table 2 . 
Results and discussion
When the slopes are 0°, 10°, and15°, the head centroid movement is mainly concentrated in the ellipse near the x axis, compared with other angles. The reason is that the slope is small. The head alone in the slope near the swing can facilitate the goat's steady walking. The difference between the abscissa of the head center of mass is 0.03, and the difference of the ordinate is 0.08. When the slopes are 20° and 25°, the head centroid movement is mainly concentrated in the ellipse close to the x-axis part. The difference between the abscissa of the head center of mass is 0.08, and the difference of the ordinate is 0.08. When the slopes are 30°, 35°, and 40°, the movement of head center of mass relative to the other slope is concentrated in the ellipse near the y-axis part. This result is due to the increase in slope degree to a certain value. When the goat needs to lift its head high, swinging up and down from the slope can stabilize and balance the walking of the goat. At this point, the head abscissa extreme difference is 0.06 and the vertical axis of the difference is 0.10. When the slope increases to 20°, the volatility of the trajectory suddenly becomes large. The reason is that the goat needs to stabilize its balance by increasing the movement of the head. When the slope is increased to 30°, the head shows a violent pendulum-like movement, y tmin <0.
When the slopes are 0°, 10°, and 15°, compared with other angles, the movement of head center of mass presents small fluctuations. This result is due to the small slope. Swinging the head up and down alone can facilitate the stable walk of the goat. When the slopes are 20° and 25°, the head centroid movement is mainly concentrated away from the x-axis and the value of y is large. The difference of the ordinate of the head center of mass is 0.09. When the slopes are 30°, 35° and 40°, the movement of head center of mass relative to the other slope fluctuates. This fluctuation is due to the increase in slope degree to a certain value. The need to move the head up and down during the swing can facilitate the goat's stable and balanced walking. The slope of the coordinates is 0.12. When the slope increases to 30°, the fluctuation of the trajectory suddenly becomes large because the goat needs to stabilize its balance by increasing the movement of the head.
Conclusions
A slope test scheme is designed and established to study the head mass motion parameters of a goat on various slopes. The scheme comprises an automatic slope adjustment system that provides test slopes with 0°~40°angles and a high-speed camera system that records head and neck images of the goat's movement. MATLAB and other software are used to calculate the focal center motion trajectory. This scheme aims to gain access to motion parameters as a basis for future study on the stability of four-legged walking mechanism and to provide conditions for its application.
(1) When the goat walks on different slopes, relative to the head and neck connection, the head of the center of the heart is used for the quarter oval movement. When the slope gradient gradually increases, x t increases first and then reduces and y t increases first and then reduces. When the slope is increased to 20°, the trajectory of the head fluctuates suddenly. This fluctuation is due to the need for the goat to achieve steady and balanced walking by increasing the movement of the head.
(2) When the goat walks on different slopes, relative to the body centroid, the head of the heart exhibits "down-up-down" back and forth fluctuations in the movement. A cycle of movement of the goat on a 30° slope is used as an example. High-speed photography indicates that the cycle of movement of the leg and head when the goat is walking is as follows: "right front leg lifted-head down-right front leg pedal-head up-left front leg lifted-head down-left front leg pedal-head up or left front leg lifted-head down-left front leg pedal-head up-right front leg lifted-head down-right front leg pedal-head up". When the slope gradient gradually increases, the volatility gradually increases.
